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Resum
Les xarxes de sensors ra`dio (wireless sensor networks WSN) so´n xarxes auto-
configurables que consisteixen en nodes sensor alimentats amb bateries. Cada node
capta i processa dades de l’entorn i e´s capac¸ de comunicar-se a trave´s de la xarxa. Degut
a la poca energia de que disposen els nodes, el seu rang de transmissio´ e´s molt limitat
i necessiten mu´ltiples salts per comunicar-se amb altres nodes de la xarxa. Aquestes
xarxes tenen aplicacions en diferents a`rees (salut pu´blica, defensa, seguiment de stocks
o RFID) i hi ha un gran intere`s en el seu desenvolupament.
La primera fase d’aquest projecte consisteix en familiaritzar-se amb les WSN; aquesta
inclou l’estat actual de la tecnologia, els components que formen la xarxa i les seves
caracterı´stiques i aplicacions me´s rellevants, entre altres.
El gran nombre de nodes que forma la WSN i la seva limitacio´ energe`tica fan necessaria la
cooperacio´ entre nodes, que incrementa la diversitat espacial dels canals ra`dio, i d’aquesta
manera, es redueix el consum d’energia.
A partir de l’objectiu inicial, s’ha proposat un model de WSN basat en clusters amb nodes
agrupats per cooperar en transmissio´ i recepcio´ de dades, un estudi basat en la probabili-
tat de “outage” per analitzar el comportament de la xarxa.
A continuacio´, tambe´ s’ha definit un model de consum d’energia pels nodes de cooperacio´
segons diferents estats d’operacio´. Per l’altra banda, en una xarxa real, no tots els nodes
estan desperts i disposats a cooperar. En aquest projecte, s’ha proposat un esquema de
cooperacio´ amb una determinada probabilitat de que un node esta` despert.
Finalment, s’han representat i analitzat els resultats i les conclusions.
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Overview
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) consist of a large number of auto-configurable sensor
nodes operated with batteries. Each node processes and retransmits the received data
wirelessly. Due to the energy limitation, nodes have a very short transmission range and
need multiple hops to communicate with other nodes in the network. These networks have
a wide range of applications in different areas (such as, healthcare, defense, environmental
monitoring and other fields). WSN has been one of the most interesting research areas
with a profound effect on technological developments.
First of all, general aspects of WSN are studied, including the current state of the tech-
nology, WSN components, the most important features and applications, etc. The great
number of nodes of WSN and its energy limitation makes cooperation necessary among
nodes, which increases the spatial diversity of radio channels and reduces the energy
consumption.
According to the main object of this project, a WSN model is proposed. It is based on
cooperative clusters with nodes grouped for data transmission and reception. Then we
study the outage probability in order to analyze the network behavior and performance.
Moreover, an energy consumption model with different operating states of a sensor node is
defined. On the another hand, in a real network, not all nodes in a cluster are arranged to
be awake and thus, ready to cooperate. In this project, a scheme with a certain probability
for a node to be awake is proposed.
Finally, graphics and results with different simulation parameters are represented and an-
alyzed. Conclusions are summarized.
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1INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) have been quite extensively studied in the past few
years and have emerged as a revolutionary technology for querying the physical world.
They hold promise in a wide variety of applications in healthcare, domotic, defense, envi-
ronmental monitoring and other fields of public interest.
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) consist of a large number of low-cost, low-power, multi-
function wireless nodes. Sensor nodes usually have limited onboard processing and wire-
less communication capabilities, and are equipped with batteries with limited power. More-
over, it is impractical or infeasible to replenish energy via replacing batteries on these sen-
sors in most applications.
The lifetime of a sensor node and thus, the lifetime of the network, which directly de-
termines the duration of the sensing task, is limited by the amount of energy that each
node has. The extremely energy constrained nature of WSN implies that their design and
operation be done in an energy-aware manner, enabling the system to make tradeoffs be-
tween performance and energy consumption. In this thesis, several energy optimization
techniques and schemes are proposed, studied and analyzed.
In WSN, due to node power constraint, a recent proposed approach named ’Cooperative
diversity’ can be used to improve the system performance. It considers all sensor nodes
grouped in cooperative clusters, where all cluster nodes cooperate to transmit and receive
data from any other cooperative group. Node cooperation increases by spatial diversity of
wireless channels and, thus, reduces the transmitted power leading to significant enhance-
ment in sensor network lifetime. In this thesis, node cooperation is evaluated in terms of
outage probability, showing diversity gains by increasing the number of cooperating nodes
in cluster.
On the other hand, the power consumption of radio circuitry in sensor nodes is extremely
important since wireless communication is the major power consumer during system op-
eration. The power consumed by a radio has two main components: 1) an RF component
that depends on the transmission distance and modulation parameters 2) an electronic
component that accounts for the power consumed by the circuitry. We also study the
outage performance of sensor networks based on a proposed energy consumption model.
Moreover, in real wireless networks, sensor nodes can be in sleep mode, battery off or out
of transmission range, and then are not able to participate in the cooperative effort. Then
it becomes necessary to analyze the network performance under the hypothesis that only
a set of sensors are turned on, while the other sensors operate in sleep mode.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
In Chapter 1, a brief description of WSN is introduced, which includes the components of
a sensor node, the structure of a wireless sensor network and the most important charac-
teristics and applications.
Chapter 2 describes the proposed single-hop, cluster-based WSN protocol design, as well
as the signal definition of both intra-cluster broadcast transmission and inter-cluster MIMO
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transmission. Results of outage performance at given energy constraints are represented
without considering the energy consumption models and the energy efficiency algorithms.
Chapter 3 focuses on estimating node energy consumption that includes the radio energy
consumption in both transmitting and receiving circuitry and the energy loss for the transmit
amplifier to achieve an acceptable SNR at the receiver end. Simulation results are also
depicted in this section.
In Chapter 4, a probability model of awake/sleep nodes in cluster is proposed and studied,
results of the outage performance of WSN with both awake and sleep nodes are repre-
sented.
Finally, in Chapter 5, evaluation and conclusions of this thesis are analyzed and summa-
rized.
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CHAPTER 1. WSN INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in MEMS (micro-electro- mechanical systems), processor, radio, and
memory technologies have dramatically enabled development of wireless sensor networks
(WSN) [1]. A sensor network is a large network of small sensor nodes, capable of sensing,
communication, and computation. It can be deployed to sense some physical phenomenon
for a wide variety of applications in healthcare, defense, environmental monitoring and
other fields of public interest. During recent years, research in wireless sensor networks
has become more and more active. Network protocols developed for sensor networks are
of great importance to meet specific design goals of sensor networks.
In this chapter, a brief description of WSN is introduced. Section 1.1. describes the sensor
node components. In Section 1.2., we present the structure of wireless sensor network.
Sections 1.3. and 1.4. explain the most important characteristics and applications of WSN,
respectively.
1.1. Sensor Node Components
A wireless sensor network (WSN) [1] consists of a large number of autonomous and com-
pact devices called sensor nodes. Every sensor node is equipped with: 1) an integrated
low-power sensing device; 2) an embedded processor; 3) a communication subsystem;
and 4) a power supply unit, which is normally battery operated. (see Figure 1.1)
Figure 1.1: Sensor node components.
• Sensing units are usually composed of sensors and analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs). A sensor responds to a physical stimulus by producing a signal, usually
electrical. This analog signal is converted to digital by the ADC, and then fed into
the processing unit.
• The processing unit, generally associated with a small storage, provides intelli-
gence to the sensor node. It is responsible to collect signals captured from the
sensors, execute communication protocols and signal processing algorithms on the
gathered sensor data. It also manages the procedures that make the sensor node
collaborate with the other nodes to carry out the assigned tasks.
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• On the other hand, the wireless communication module connects the node with
its neighbor nodes and the network (via radio, infrared, or optical). It also provides
a self-configuring communication mechanism with an arbitrary topology, which is
usually ad-hoc.
• Finally, one of the most important components is the power unit, since power con-
sumption determines the lifetime of a sensor node.
1.2. Network Architecture
Sensor nodes are usually scattered in a sensor field, where every node has the capabilities
of collecting data and routing it back to the sink. Mostly, data is routed back to the sink
though a multi-hop, infrastructureless architecture. The sink may communicate with the
task manager node via Internet or satellite.
Figure 1.2: Sensor nodes scattered in a sensor field.
The protocol stack of a wireless sensor network combines power and routing awareness.
Indeed, data integration schemes, efficient power algorithms, wireless communication pro-
tocols, and sensor nodes cooperation problems are addressed.
The protocol stack (See Figure 1.3) consists of five different layers [1]: application layer,
transport layer, network layer, data link layer and physical layer.
• Depending on the sensing task, different types of applications arise. The three most
important application layer protocols are: sensor management protocol (SMP), task
assignment and data advertisement protocol (TADAP), and sensor query and data
dissemination protocol (SQDDP).
• Transport layer helps to maintain the data flow. It is especially needed when the
system is planned to be accessed through external networks.
• Network layer takes care of the routing of data supplied by the transport layer. Since
the environment is noisy and sensor nodes can be mobile, they must be power aware
and able to minimize collision with neighbors’ broadcast. Traditional ad-hoc routing
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techniques do not usually fit the requirements of WSN due to its special features
(See Chapter 1.3.). Hence, special multi-hop wireless routing protocols are needed.
• Data link layer is responsible for data streams multiplexing, data frame detection,
medium access and error control. It ensures reliable point-to-point and point-to-
multipoint connections in a communication network.
• Finally, physical layer is responsible for frequency selection, carrier frequency gen-
eration, signal detection, modulation and data encryption. It addresses the needs of
simple but robust transmission and receiving techniques based upon energy-aware
schemes.
Figure 1.3: Sensor networks protocol stack.
Moreover, power, mobility, and task management planes monitor the power, movement,
and task distribution among the sensor nodes.
• The power management plane takes charge of how a sensor node uses its power
for sensing, signal processing and communication. For example, in order to avoid
duplicated messages, the sensor node has to turn off after receiving a message.
Or when the power level of a sensor node is low, it broadcasts to its neighbors to
communicate that it cannot participate in message routing.
• The mobility management plane detects and registers the movement of sensor
nodes, so a route back to the user is always maintained. In this way, sensor node
can keep track of their neighbor nodes, and balance its power and task usage.
• And finally, the task management plane schedules the sensing tasks assigned a
specific region. As not all nodes in one region are required to perform the sensing
task at the same time, they perform the task depending on their power level.
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These three management planes help sensor nodes to coordinate the sensing task, route
data in a mobile network, and lower the power consumption.
1.3. Features
A sensor network can have up to hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes randomly de-
ployed in the scenario. The cost of a single sensor node has to be kept low (less than
US1$) to make the sensor network feasible. Since the energy resource is limited and it is
unfeasible to recharge thousands of nodes, each node should be energy efficient. There-
fore, energy consumption becomes the primary metric for analysis.
Sensor node position need not be engineered or predetermined, as its topology may
change very frequently. This allows random deployment in inaccessible terrains or dis-
aster relief operations. On the other hand, this also means that sensor network protocols
and algorithms must possess self-organizing capabilities.
Another unique feature of sensor networks is the cooperative effort. Sensor nodes are
limited in power, computational capacities, and memory. Instead of sending the raw data
to the nodes responsible for the fusion, they use their processing abilities, filtering and data
fusion algorithms to collect, aggregate data and transmit only the required information.
In many applications, the environment being monitored does not have communication in-
frastructure installed. Sensor nodes use wireless communication channels to solve this
problem.
A sensor node may not reach the base station. The solution is to communicate through
multi-hop. As radio signal power is proportional to transmission distance, it can be more
energy efficient to transmit many short-distance messages than one-long distance mes-
sage.
In addition, sensor nodes must consume extremely low power, operate in high volumetric
densities, and have small size and low production cost, be multi-functional, dispensable
and autonomous, communicate unattended, and be adaptive to the environment.
1.4. Applications
Sensor networks may consist of many different types of sensors such as seismic, low
sampling rate magnetic, thermal, visual, infrared, acoustic and radar, which are able to
monitor a wide variety of ambient conditions that include the following [2]:
• Temperature
• Humidity
• Vehicular movement
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• Lightning condition
• Pressure
• Soil makeup
• Noise levels
• Presence or absence of certain kinds of objects
• Mechanical stress levels on attached objects
• Current characteristics such as speed, direction, and size of an object.
They can be used for continuous sensing, event detection, event ID, location sensing, and
local control of actuators. The concept of micro-sensing and wireless connection of these
nodes ensure that WSN is an emerging technology, which has a wide range of applications,
such as:
• Military: some of the military applications of sensor networks are monitoring friendly
forces, equipment and ammunition; battle field surveillance; reconnaissance of op-
posing forces and terrain; targeting; battle damage assessment; and nuclear, bio-
logical and chemical (NBC) attack detection and reconnaissance.
• Health: the most important applications in health consist in patient monitoring and
disabled patient assistance, medical systems, telemonitoring of human physiological
data, drug administration, doctor and patient tracking and monitoring inside hospi-
tals.
• Environment: some environmental applications include tracking some animal move-
ments; environment monitoring; irrigation; large-scale Earth monitoring and plane-
tary exploration; precision agriculture; forest fire detection; meteorological or geo-
physical research; flood detection; bio-complexity mapping of the environment and
pollution studies, etc.
• Industry: some of WSN applications in industry are: managing inventory control,
monitoring product quality, factory instrumentation.
• Others: other potential applications of WSN include:
– Traffic density and road condition monitoring
– Building structures monitoring and control
– Home automation
– Smart spaces
– Robotic exploration
– Vehicle tracking and detection
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CHAPTER 2. COOPERATIVE CLUSTER-BASED
WSN
Sensor networks [1] have emerged as a revolutionary technology for querying the physical
world and have a wide variety of applications. However, the acute energy constrained na-
ture of these networks forces their design and operation to be in an energy-aware manner,
enabling the system to dynamically make tradeoffs between performance, fidelity and en-
ergy consumption. There are also many other limiting factors of the network performance
such as short transmission distances, low data rates, path loss, or channel fading.
In wireless networks, spatial diversity achieved by combining the received signals from
multiple antennas is used to combat signal fading and improve signal quality. In WSN, due
to node power constraint, a recent proposed approached named ’Cooperative Diversity’
[3] can be used to improve the system performance. In cooperative systems, the achieved
diversity gain equals the total number of cooperative transmitters and receivers. For ex-
ample, in a system with m transmitter and n receivers, the diversity order is m× n. Node
cooperation increases then the spatial diversity of wireless channels and, thus, reduces
the transmitted power leading to significant enhancement in sensor network lifetime.
Instead of transmitting the data individually, nodes can cooperate by exchanging informa-
tion first, and then transmitting data to the destination node as an antenna array. Fol-
lowing this approach, spatial diversity is created and thus, energy consumption may be
decreased.
In [4] and [5], node cooperation is evaluated in terms of outage probability, showing diver-
sity gains by increasing the number of cooperating nodes. In [6], it is shown that if the
nodes are clustered, a higher diversity gain can be achieved. And in [7], cooperative di-
versity is achieved by an energy-efficient scheme design. In addition, cooperation among
nodes in wireless sensor networks can be used for a variety of purposes including improv-
ing energy efficiency, capacity improvements and exploiting spatial diversity. On the other
hand, the multi-hop structure of WSN also benefits from node cooperation, as shown in
[8].
In the following section, the WSN system definition, the proposed cluster-based multi-hop
protocol design, as well as the signal definition of both intra-cluster broadcast and inter-
cluster MIMO transmission are described in Section 2.1. to 2.3. In this chapter, the energy
consumption models and the energy efficiency algorithms are not considered, since are
described in chapter 3 Section 2.5. shows the simulation results and summarizes the con-
clusions.
2.1. System Model Definition
In this chapter, the multi-hop cluster-based network model proposed in [13] is described.
In such networks, nearby sensor nodes are grouped in cooperative clusters [7]. (See
Figure 2.1) Both transmit and receive communications are enabled among cluster nodes,
which operate under a half-duplex constraint, i.e., orthogonal channels are used for both
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transmission and reception. The multi-hop protocol is carried out by concatenating single
cluster-to-cluster hops, where each hop is implemented in two phases: first, the source
node communicates with the sensors of its own cluster (intra-cluster); and then, nodes
within cluster jointly transmit data to next cluster, where all nodes cooperate to receive
data (inter-cluster).
Figure 2.1: Cluster-based Multi-hop WSN.
Every cluster-to-cluster link (also referred to as cooperative distributed MIMO channel)
is defined as a time division, decode-and-forward, multiple relay channel, composed of a
broadcast channel within the cluster and an inter-cluster space-time coded MIMO channel.
The cooperative multiple antenna reception protocol, devised at the clusters, is based
upon a simplified selection diversity receiver, which allows to obtain the full receiver spatial
diversity.
In the following section, the cluster-based multi-hop protocol proposed in [13] is described.
2.2. Cluster-based Multi-hop Protocol
In this multi-hop communication model, each cluster is composed of a set of single antenna
nodes which cooperate as a multiple antenna array. Every hop is defined as a coopera-
tive distributed MIMO channel between two clusters [13]: the transmitter cluster and the
receiver cluster. Transmitter cluster nodes cooperatively transmit the data and receiver
cluster nodes receive the data by using a selection diversity protocol.
The radio communication [Section 3.1.] of each sensor node has four different operating
modes: transmission, reception (active nodes, which are able to receive and relay data),
idle (inactive nodes, which only sense data but cannot decode data) and sleep (radio off).
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Figure 2.2: TxC and RxC clusters a).
Figure 2.3: TxC and RxC clusters b).
1) Transmitter cluster (TxC): it is composed of nt cooperative sensor nodes, communi-
cating with a receiver cluster (RxC) (See Figure 2.2 and 2.3). First the source node in TxC
broadcasts its data to nodes within the cluster, considering independently fading channels.
Only nta nodes will be able to reliably decode the data to relay during the MIMO transmis-
sion (and nt − nta nodes could not decode and therefore, could not retransmit the data).
Hence, these nta nodes relay the decoded data to RxC nodes through the MIMO channels.
Because of half-duplex limitations of the sensor nodes, both broadcasting and MIMO
transmission are carried out in two orthogonal time division (TD) channels: Intra-cluster
(ITA) and Inter-cluster (ITE) channels respectively. Thereby, every cluster-to-cluster hop is
arranged into two consecutive time slots: ITA and ITE slots.
• Intra-cluster (ITA) Slot: data is broadcasted from the source node to other nodes in
the cluster, with power Ptx during an interval α. Nodes inside the broadcast capacity
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region [13] decode data (nta decoding set) and cooperate in the ITE slot.
• Inter-cluster (ITE) Slot: The set of nta nodes (source node and the decoding set)
jointly transmit data to RxC nodes by nta × nr virtual MIMO channel. Assuming
no inter-cluster channel knowledge and symbol synchronization between cluster
nodes, the proposed transmission scheme is based upon distributed space-time
codes (DSTC) with transmitted power Ptx/nta per each active node [10].
The intra and inter time slots are illustrated in Figure 2.4:
Figure 2.4: TxC and RxC cluster with ITA and ITE time slots.
It can be observed: during ITA slot, the source node transmits data and nta active nodes
of TxC cluster receive and decode data, while the others are in idle state; during ITE slot,
the decoding set retransmits data to nra active nodes of RxC cluster.
2) Receiver cluster (RxC): composed of nr nodes where only nra will be able to decode
the retransmitted data. During 1-α (ITE slot), RxC receives data through nta× nr MIMO
channel. A multiple antenna decoding algorithm based upon selection diversity (SD) is
devised in RxC, in order to get a cooperative diversity of nta × nr [9]. In other words,
the sensor node of RxC with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) higher than sensitivity decodes
data. Since the power budget is the main constraint within sensor networks the power
consumption in the cluster-to-cluster hop is limited to Ptotal . Such power constraint is
henceforth assumed and analyzed in Chapter 3.
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2.3. Signal Definition
We consider a single-hop WSN of the proposed cluster-based cooperative WSN, formed
by two clusters (TxC and RxC clusters). Sensors are grouped uniformly within these two
clusters and cooperate in data transmission within two time slots [Section 2.1.]. That is,
when a sensor node in TxC cluster has data to send, it first shares it with nodes inside its
cluster (intra cluster). Then all nodes with the same information retransmit the data to the
next cluster (inter cluster) as a distributed antenna array.
The outage probability of the distributed MIMO channel strongly depends on the power
and time allocation for the ITA and ITE slots. However, in our model, we assume the Intra
cluster slot time interval α = 0.5 and the transmission power Ptx is same for both Intra and
Inter cluster (Pintra = Pinter = Ptx). In this case, the outage probability of a single cluster-
to-cluster hop pout is considered as the network performance metric. In this proposed
transmission-reception scheme, the RxC cluster is in outage if none of its sensors reaches
the minimum SNR (sensitivity).
In order to calculate the SNR at one receiver node of the RxC cluster, different types of
energy losses from source node to destination can be considered: radio propagation loss,
which depends on the distance between TxC and RxC nodes, frequency and antenna
factor and random channel communication loss (i.e., fading).
2.3.1. Radio Propagation Model
Radio propagation models are used to predict the received signal power. At the physical
layer of each node, there is a receiving threshold (SNR). If the received signal power is
below the receiving threshold, it is marked as error and dropped by the MAC layer.
In this case, free space propagation is assumed to be the ideal propagation model. Friis
[12] presented the following equation to calculate the received signal power in free space
at distance d from the transmitter:
Prx = Ptx
( λ
4pid
)2
FtxFrx (2.1)
Where Ptx is the transmitted signal power. Ftx and Frx are the antenna gains of the trans-
mitter and the receiver respectively, and λ is the wavelength.
In this thesis, the radio propagation model is divided in two parts for an easier understand-
ing: propagation loss and antenna loss.
2.3.1.1. Propagation Loss
On one hand, there is the propagation loss, depending on the distance between the trans-
mitter and the receiver, which is represented in the following formula:
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Lprop =
(
1
d
)ρ
(2.2)
Where, ρ is the propagation constant and d is the distance between TxC and RxC nodes
in both Intra and Inter cluster. ρ is 2 for free space and 4 for non-line of sight (NLOS) fading
channel models. Hence, we have considered ρ = 3 through the thesis [13]. In the case of
inter cluster, d is same as the distance between any two clusters (dite), which is constant;
while in intra cluster, the distance (dita) follows an uniform random distribution:
dita =
√
|a× rita|2 (2.3)
With rita is the cluster radio, and n, the number of nodes within the cluster (intra cluster
connections, n = nta). And a is a vector of uniform random variables distributed in [0, 1]
with length n and is generated by MATLAB command rand(1,n).
2.3.1.2. Antenna Loss
On the other hand, it is also considered the loss of antenna, related to the frequency and
antenna factors, which is calculated as:
Lant =
(
c/ f
4×pi
)2
FtxFrx (2.4)
Where c is the light speed (c = 3×108m/sec), f is the center frequency of the frequency
band, the wavelength is calculated as: λ = c/ f . Ftx and Frx are the antenna factors of
both transmission and reception.
2.3.2. Random Channel Model
In order to generate Rayleigh-distributed random channels, we use Monte Carlo tech-
niques [11], which use computer models to simulate real-life systems by generating sets
of random numbers as inputs. One simulation run can typically involve thousands of eval-
uations of the model. The Monte Carlo method provides approximate solutions to a variety
of mathematical problems by performing statistical sampling simulations.
In this case, we use Monte Carlo simulation to study Rayleigh fading channel losses for
both Intra-cluster and Inter-cluster, from one single transmitter node to one receiver node.
Every Rayleigh channel is simulated as a vector with a real and an imaginary components.
The random channel loss is computed as the module of Rayleigh channel vector:
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Lch = (
1√
2
|A+ iB|)2 (2.5)
Where A and B are two matrixes of random uniform variables between [0,1] with dimension
n1 × n2, which are generated by MATLAB command randn(n1,n2). n1 and n2 are the
number of Rayleigh channels, which are equal to the numbers of communication channels
between TxC and RxC clusters. n1 is equal to the number of transmitters and n2, the
number of receivers. In ITA slot, n1 = 1 (source node), n2 = nt (intra cluster nodes); in ITE
slot, n1 = nta (decoding set), n2 = nr (inter cluster nodes).
2.3.3. Minimum SNR Condition
The source node sends data with a determined power Ptx, with different types of loss, to
the receiver cluster, with a received power Prx.
Prx = Ptx×Lch×Lprop×Lant (2.6)
If the destination node does not receive enough signal intensity (less than sensitivity),
the received data cannot be decoded, thus the retransmission will not be possible. The
received SNR is computed as:
SNR =
Ptx×Lch×Lprop×Lant
N0
> S/N0 (2.7)
Where S is the sensitivity; Lch, Lprop, Lant are the channel loss, propagation loss and
antenna loss, respectively. N0 is the thermal noise [12] and is calculated by:
N0 = KT0BW (2.8)
With K as Boltzmann’s Constant (K = 1.38× 10−23J/K), T0 is the temperature in Kelvin
(290K), and BW is the frequency bandwidth in Hertz.
2.4. Outage Probability Simulation
The simulation consists of 2 loops: intra-cluster and inter-cluster. The first loop consists
in nc1 simulations of intra cluster channels (source-to-receiving nodes of the TxC cluster).
For every simulation, nt random channels are created, and a number of active connections
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nta are calculated by validating the minimum SNR condition. For each simulation of loop1,
it generates a second loop of nc2 simulations, so the total number of simulation is nc1×nc2.
In this second loop, nc2 channels are generated. For each simulation of this loop, every
node of RxC cluster receives data from nta active TxC nodes. If the total received signal
strength is less than the minimum SNR, this node i is outage.
outage↔ SNRi =
nta
∑
j=1
SNRi j < S/N0
This condition is checked for all the nodes in cluster RxC (i.e., nr times) to obtain a number
of nra RxC nodes that have received the original transmitted data correctly. If at least
one of RxC nodes has received the information (nra > 0), the retransmission is considered
successful. However, if there is no node in RxC with original data (nra = 0), it is considered
a case of outage.
nra = 0 RxC Cluster outage
nra > 0 RxC Cluster decodes data
The number of total outage cases (nout ) is calculated for nc1×nc2 simulations; the outage
probability pout is calculated as nout divided by nc1×nc2.
nra = 0 → nout = nout +1
nout =
nc1
∑
i
nc2
∑
j
(nout)i, j
pout = noutnc1×nc2
This simulation is done for different transmission power values (Ptx). For every value of
Ptx, an outage probability pout is obtained. Therefore, the resulting plot will be represented
with axis X with values of transmitted power of one single hop (Ptx) and axis Y with values
of the outage probability (pout ) per every value of Ptx.
2.5. Simulation and Results
The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2.1. These values corresponds to the
radio module MICAz ZigBee (MPR2400) Series by Crossbow. (See Appendix A)
In this section, we describe simulations done using MATLAB program file “sinconsumo.m”
in Appendix B.1. In Figure 2.5, outage performance (pout ) of the cooperative scheme is
evaluated with the simulation parameters described in Table 2.1.
It can be observed that, when the number of nodes per cluster increases, the outage
probability decreases for the same value of transmitted power (Ptx). For example, at
Ptx = −20dBm, the outage probability is pout = 0.2 in the case of no cooperation, 0.01
for 2 nodes cooperating and 10−6 for 4 cooperative nodes. The resulting plot also depicts
meaningful energy savings when arising the number of cooperative nodes per cluster. For
example, for pout = 10−2, the transmitted power Ptx is −7dBm in non-cooperative case,
−20dBm with 2 nodes cooperating and −24mdB with 4 nodes cooperating. This energy
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Table 2.1: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Annotation Value
Slot time interval α 0.5
Transmitted power Ptx −25 - 0dBm
Sensitivity sens −95dBm
Propagation constant ρ 3
Intra cluster radio rita 10m
Inter cluster distance dite 30m
Center frequency f 2.45GHz
Frequency Band BW 83.5MHz
Antenna Factor Ftx,Frx 1.64
First loop simulation n nc1 10000
Second loop simulation n nc2 1000
TxC cluster node n nt 1 - 6
RxC cluster node n nr 1 - 6
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Figure 2.5: Outage probability of cooperative algorithm with several cluster node numbers.
Energy consumption is not considered with this simulation
saving is achieved by increasing the number of nodes cooperating in transmission and
reception, with a diversity gain proportional to the cooperative node number of both TxC
and RxC clusters, Gd = nt ×nr [13].
Nevertheless, it is not worth to increase node number infinitely, because when the number
of nodes per cluster increases, the relative energy saving decreases due to more energy
consumption of the radio. This makes necessary searching for an optimal cooperative
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node number per cluster, which will be studied in [Chapter 3]
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CHAPTER 3. WSN NODE ENERGY
CONSUMPTION MODEL
As explained in the previous chapters, sensor nodes usually have limited onboard process-
ing and wireless communication capabilities, and are equipped with batteries with limited
power. Moreover, it is impractical or infeasible to replenish energy via replacing batteries in
most applications. To extend the network lifetime, many literatures explored all aspects of
WSN which involves problems such as hardware-design, access control, orientation, data
fusion, cluster routing, power control, density control, etc. In this section, we will analyze
the outage performance of sensor networks based on energy consumption models.
The power consumption of radio circuitry in sensor nodes is extremely important since
wireless communication is the major power consumer during system operation. There are
many related works in this field. For example, in [15], a node energy model based on 1/dn
path loss is proposed. In [16], energy consumption is related to the propagation losses
and divided into two parts: free-apace model and multi-path model; with an analysis of
optimum number of nodes per cluster. In [17], it is studied the upper bound on the average
network lifetime for a code division multiple access (CDMA) communication system. The
communication procedure assumes that most of the energy consumed is in transmission.
In Section 3.1., different radio modes and consumption are described. Section 3.2. focuses
on estimating node energy consumption based upon a node energy behavior model. Sec-
tion 3.3. assumes the model presented in [14] that includes the radio energy consumption
in the transmitting and receiving circuitry and the energy loss for the transmit amplifier to
achieve an acceptable SNR at the receiver end. Section 3.4. depicts the simulation results.
3.1. Radio Power Consumption
The power consumed by a radio has two main components: 1) an RF component that
depends on the transmission distance and modulation parameters 2) an electronic com-
ponent that accounts for the power consumed by the circuitry that performs frequency
synthesis, filtering, up-converting, etc. Mostly, the electronic power is comparable to the
RF component (which varies with the transmission distance).
The sensor node’s radio enables wireless communication with neighboring nodes and the
outside world. Several factors affect the power consumption characteristics of a radio,
including the modulation used, data rate, transmit power (determined by the transmission
distance), and the operational duty cycle. In general, radios can operate in four distinct
modes of operation: Transmit, Receive, Idle, and Sleep. In transmit mode, the energy is
consumed at the source in order to send data; in receive mode, the node required energy
for receiving and retransmitting the data of the source. In idle mode, nodes only sense the
data, but are not able to decode and retransmit. And a sensor node is in sleep mode when
the radio is turned off.
Figure 3.1 shows node energy consumption in each state of the radio module MICAz
ZigBee Series MPR2400 by Xbow [Appendix A]. It can be observed that the energy used
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Figure 3.1: Consumption of different radio modes.
in receiving data is slightly higher than in transmitting. In some cases, operating in idle
mode generates significant consumption [18].
3.2. Node Energy Consumption Behavior Model
As previously mentioned in Chapter 1, every node is composed of a sensor, analog pre-
conditioning and data conversion circuitry (A/D), digital signal processing and a radio sys-
tem. Three energy parameters can be distinguished: the energy needed to sense a bit
(Eidle), the energy needed to receive a bit (Erx) and the energy needed to transmit a bit
(Etx) over a distance d. Mostly, a dn energy loss is adopted for propagation loss of channel
transmission. This energy model [14] takes the form:
Etx = α11+α2dn (3.1)
Erx = α12 (3.2)
Eid = α3 (3.3)
where α11 is the energy/bit consumed by the transmitter circuitry, α2 accounts for energy
dissipated in the RF component (including op-amp), α12 is the energy/bit consumed by the
receiver electronics and α3 is the energy cost of sensing a bit. (See Figure 3.2)
Figure 3.2: Node Consumption Model.
Hence, the energy consumed per second (i.e. power) by a node when transmitting, receiv-
ing or sensing data is:
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contx = (α11+α2dn)R (3.4)
conrx = α12R (3.5)
conid = α3R (3.6)
Where R is the transmission rate, in bits per second (bps).
Typical energy dissipated values are represented in Table 3.1, based upon data in [18]. In
this case, idle mode consumption is not considered for simplicity.
Table 3.1: Energy dissipation parameters
Operation Parameter Energy Dissipated
Transmitter electronics α11 50nJ/bit
Receiver electronics α12 50nJ/bit
Transmitter RF α2 100pJ/bit/mn
Assuming above values, receiving a message is not a low cost operation; the protocols
should thus try to minimize not only the transmit distances but also the number of transmit
and receive operations for each message. It is assumed that the radio channel is symmet-
ric; all sensors are sensing the environment at a fixed rate and thus always have data to
send to the end-user.
3.3. Energy Consumption Model with Node Cooperation
In this section, the energy-consumption model described above is adopted for each sensor
node in the cooperative WSN [Section 3.2.]:
Moreover, as previously mentioned in Section 3.2., we assume that idle mode consumption
is negligible:
contx = k1+ k2dρ (3.7)
conrx = k′1 (3.8)
conid ≈ 0 (3.9)
Where contx, conrx, conid are the power consumed in transmission, reception and idle
states, respectively. Additionally, d is the propagation distance, ρ = 3 is the propagation
constant.k1 and k′1 are the radio dissipation consumed by the transmitter and receiver
circuitry; k2 is the consumption at the transmitter amplifier to achieve an acceptable SNR
at the receiver end. k1, k′1, k2 are calculated as:
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k1 = α11×R (3.10)
k′1 = α12×R (3.11)
k2 = α2×R (3.12)
Where R is the transmission rate and will take value of the node radio module MICAz
ZigBee Series MPR2400 by Xbow. [Appendix A]
The sensitivity (S) of a signal is the minimum energy to be received by a sensor node to
detect and decode the received signal correctly. The received SNR is calculated in Section
2.3.3. and therefore, if SNR > S/N0, the receiver node can decode the received data.
S≤ Ptx×Lch×Lant ×Lprop = Ptx×Lch×Lant × 1dρ (3.13)
Where Ptx is the transmission power, Lch,Lant ,Lprop are channel loss, antenna factor,
propagation loss respectively. From the above equation, we derive that the maximum
propagation loss for reliable detection is:
dρ = Lch×Lant
S
Ptx (3.14)
Therefore, the energy consumption dissipated in transmission per node can also be rep-
resented as:
contx = k1+ k2dρ = k1+ k2
Lch×Lant
S
Ptx = k1+ k3Ptx (3.15)
Where k3 = k2 Lch×LantS . And the power consumption per node in transmission is different
for Intra and Inter cluster. As mentioned before, for intra-cluster, the source transmits with
Ptx and therefore:
contx−intra = k1+ k2
Lch1×Lant
S
Ptx = k1+ k3Ptx (3.16)
Where Lch1 is the channel loss in intra-cluster. However, in inter-cluster, the relay transmits
with a transmitted power Ptx
nta
. Hence the node energy consumption per node is:
contx−inter = k1+ k2
Lch2×Lant
S
Ptx
nta
= k1+ k3
Ptx
nta
(3.17)
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Where nta is the number of active nodes of the intra cluster, and Lch2 is the channel loss
in the inter cluster.
Notice that contx−intra only depends upon Ptx: for Ptx increasing, contx−intra also increases.
However, in the inter cluster slot, it is shown that transmission power is divided by the intra
cluster active nodes number (nta). Hence contx−inter depends on both Ptx and nta.
Therefore, for every cluster per hop (See Figure 2.3), the power consumption for every
node can be obtained by:
TxC Cluster
consource,T xC = αcontx+(1−α)contx = contx (3.18)
conactive ,T xC = αconrx+(1−α)contx (3.19)
coninactive ,T xC = αconid +(1−α)conid = conid ≈ 0 (3.20)
Rxc Cluster
conactive ,RxC = αconid +(1−α)conrx = (1−α)conrx (3.21)
coninactive ,RxC = αconid +(1−α)conid = conid ≈ 0 (3.22)
Where consource, conactive, coninactive are the consumption of source node, active node
(receive and decode data) and inactive node (only sense), respectively. contx, conrx, conid
are the power consumption for transmission, reception and idle states, where conid is
considered negligible. And α is the intra time slot interval, which is assumed α = 0.5.
On the other hand, the overall power consumed among all the sensor nodes in TxC and
RxC is calculated as:
Ctotal = αCita+(1−α)Cite (3.23)
Cita = contx−intra+(nta−1)conrx (3.24)
Cite = ntacontx−inter +nraconrx (3.25)
Where Ctotal is the total energy consumption, Cita, Cite are the intra and inter consumption
respectively. nt and nr are the numbers of sensor nodes at the TxC and the RxC cluster
respectively, nta and nra are the active node numbers of transmitter and receiver cluster of
a single hop.
Finally, the total power consumption is obtained by adding the transmitted power:
Ptotal = Ptx+Ctotal (3.26)
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3.4. Simulation and Results
The outage performance of the proposed single-hop cooperative model is shown in this
section, following the procedures and simulation parameters derived in the previous sec-
tions [Table 2.1]. In this part of work, different values of radio dissipation are used to
calculate the outage probability and thus, the optimal node number per cluster per each
case.
The values of the key parameters [16] of the energy model are represented in [Table 3.2].
The MATLAB file which contains the program code is called “modeloconsumo.m” in Ap-
pendix B.2.
Table 3.2: Energy dissipation simulation parameters
Operation Parameter Energy Dissipated
Transmitter electronics k1 12.5mW
Receiver electronics k′1 12.5mW
Transmitter RF k2 k2 = 2.5e−7W/m3, k2 = 2.5e−5W/m3
First of al, it is observed in Figure 3.3 the increment of total energy consumption for both
cases. While for k2 = 2.5e−7W/m3, the consumption range arises from 16 to 34dBm; for
k2 = 2.5e−5W/m3, it is from 29 to 54dBm. Therefore, for higher values of RF dissipation
(k2), the total power consumed increases.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of total energy consumption for different values of k2.
In the other graphs, it is shown the results of outage performance obtained with different
RF transmission power dissipation constant, k2 = 2.5e− 7W/m3 (Figure 3.4) and k2 =
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2.5e−5W/m3 (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Outage probability of cooperative algorithm and energy consumption model,
with RF energy dissipation k2 = 2.5e−7W/m3.
For k2 = 2.5e− 7W/m3, results of different values of cooperative nodes per cluster are
superposed in Figure 3.4. The optimal number is 2 cooperative nodes/cluster for an outage
probability more than 0.006, 3 nodes/cluster for an outage probability from 0.0006 to 0.006,
and 4 nodes/cluster for an outage probability less than 0.0006.
On the other hand, for k2 = 2.5e−5W/m3, the optimal number is 6 nodes cooperating per
cluster for all the values of outage probability. For instance, at pout = 0.003, cooperating
with 6 nodes/cluster has an energy saving of 25dBs respect non-cooperation, 6dBs for
2 cooperative nodes/cluster and less than 2dBs for 4 cooperative nodes/cluster. In other
words, it demonstrates that when the node number increases, the relative energy saving
decreases. Therefore, it is not worth to increase cooperative node number infinitely.
Additionally, the optimal node number per cluster for different values of outage probability
(pout ) and transmission RF energy dissipation (k2) is represented in the Figure 3.6.
It shows that, for higher RF component dissipation constant (k2), the optimal node node
per cluster (nopt ) increases. On the other hand, the optimal node node per cluster also
increases in order to achieve a lower outage probability (pout ).
From Figure 3.4 and 3.5, we notice that cooperation is more or less beneficial dependently
on the value of k2, i.e.,the percentage of radiated energy with respect to consumed energy.
We analyze separately Figure 3.4, where k2 is low, and Figure 3.5, where k2 is higher.
A) For Figure 3.4, the radiated energy is much higher than the energy dissipated in circuitry.
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(k3Ptx >> k1)
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First of all, we calculate the transmission consumption for both cooperation and no-cooperation.
For the non-cooperative case, the energy consumed in transmission (3.15) is:
Ctx−no−coop = k1+ k3Ptx (3.27)
≈ k3Ptx (3.28)
On the other hand, for cooperation transmission, every sensor transmits with power Ptx/nta.
Thus, the consumed energy is:
Ctx−coop =
nta∑
1
k1+ k3
Ptx
nta
(3.29)
≈
nta∑
1
k3
Ptx
nta
(3.30)
= k3Ptx (3.31)
It shows the energy consumption in transmission is equal in both cases.
Ctx−no−coop = Ctx−coop (3.32)
Due to k3Ptx >> k1, the energy consumption in reception is much smaller than in trans-
mission:
Crx−coop <<Ctx−coop (3.33)
And the total consumed energy in cooperative WSN is:
Ctotal−coop = Ctx−coop+Crx−coop (3.34)
≈ Ctx−coop (3.35)
= Ctx−no−coop (3.36)
It shows that, the total energy consumption in cooperation is due to transmission consump-
tion, which is the same in cooperation and without cooperation. So it is worth to cooperate
in every way.
B) For Figure 3.5, radiated energy is is in the same order of the energy dissipated in
circuitry. (k3Ptx ≈ k1)
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As same as in case A), we calculate transmission energy consumption for cooperation
and no-cooperation, and also reception energy consumption in cooperation. For the non-
cooperative case, the energy consumed in transmission is:
Ctx−no−coop = k1+ k3Ptx (3.37)
And the energy consumed in transmission in cooperation is:
Ctx−coop =
nta∑
1
k1+ k3
Ptx
nta
(3.38)
= ntak1+ k3Ptx (3.39)
= Ctx−no−coop+(nta−1)k1 (3.40)
The consumed energy in reception in cooperation is:
Crx−coop =
nra∑
1
k1 (3.41)
= nrak1 (3.42)
Finally, we calculate the total energy consumption in cooperation:
Ctotal−coop = Ctx−coop+Crx−coop (3.43)
= Ctx−no−coop+(nta+nra−1)k1 (3.44)
If the value of (nta + nra− 1)k1 is high, Ctotal−coop increases a lot respect Ctx−no−coop.
That is to say, as higher the number of cooperative nodes are, the higher the energy
consumption is and thus, cooperation is not worthwhile.
On the other hand, as it can be observed [Section 3.3.], the radiated energy also increases
with transmission range.
dρ = Lch×Lant
S
Ptx (3.45)
Therefore, when the transmission distance (d) increases, the transmission power (Ptx) also
increases.
In addition, Case A) correspondents to long haul systems (for example, GSM or WLAN);
while case B) corresponds to a short range system, such as WSN.
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This analysis based on the proposed cooperative WSN model shows that wireless sensor
nodes may be not ready for cooperation due to the extremely energy constrained nature
of these networks and recent technologies in circuitry design cannot achieve an enough
low energy consumption. In order to reduce energy consumption, nodes must turn off
during inactive periods of time. In the next chapter, we are going to analyze the network
performance with nodes in sleep mode.
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CHAPTER 4. NODE INACTIVITY ANALYSIS
In previous chapters, the outage performance of ideal cooperative cluster-based networks
was studied and analyzed. Moreover, we proposed a power consumption model based
on [16], that introduced undesirable energy losses (e.g. hardware losses) in the system.
However, up to now, we have assumed all network nodes awake, thus ready to cooperate.
Nevertheless, in real wireless sensor networks, sensor nodes can be in sleep mode, bat-
tery off or out of transmission range, and then are not able to participate in the cooperative
effort. Then it turns necessary to analyze the network performance under the hypothesis
that only a set of sensors are turned on, while the other sensors operate in the sleep mode
(with minimum energy consumption).
In this chapter, we assume the number of sleep or awake nodes in the network is a random
process, unknown and out of control of the source of the cooperative communication. In
our approach, we will assume that the source node knows the mean number of awake
nodes in the cluster. In this way, It is not necessary to exchange information among nodes
about which node is awake or sleep. Therefore, it reduces the quantity of data to transmit
and thus, diminishes energy consumption.
In [Section 4.1.], a probability model of awake/sleep nodes on every cluster is proposed
and studied; in [Section 4.2.], results of the outage performance of WSN with both awake
and sleep nodes are represented and analyzed.
4.1. Node Inactivity Probability Scheme
We consider a sensor cluster-based network with n total nodes per cluster and a probability
of one node to be awake equal to p (and to be asleep equal to 1− p). The probability that m
nodes per cluster are awake adopts a binomial distribution, which is given by the probability
mass function [19]:
f (m;n|p) =
(
n
m
)
pm(1− p)n−m (4.1)
where the average number of awake nodes is computed as:
E {n}= n · p (4.2)
In the network, we force the average number of awake nodes per each cluster to be the
optimal node number nopt obtained in chapter 3, i.e., n · p = nopt . Therefore, the node
number per cluster is:
n =
⌈
nopt
p
⌉
(4.3)
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During the simulation, in order to create a binomial random variable, we make use of a
uniform R.V. (pi) between 0 and 1.
pi = rand(0,1) (4.4)
If this value pi is less than the design parameter p (the probability for a sensor node to be
awake), the node is awake; if it is higher than p, the node is in sleep mode. (See Figure
4.1)
Figure 4.1: Node awake probability.
pi ≤ p awake node
pi > p sleep node
As it is described in Section 2.3.3., one node can receive, decode and retransmit data if it
receives a signal strength higher than the sensitivity. Additionally, this node must be awake
in order to detect and receive data. The sensor node i is outage if:
outage↔
{(
SNRi =
nta∑
j=1
SNRi j < S/N0
)
∪ (pi > p)
}
(4.5)
And the cluster-to-cluster outage probability equals the probability of all nodes in RxC
cluster to be simultaneously in outage [See Section2.4.].
In a scenario composed of two clusters, TxC and RxC, with n nodes in each cluster and a
node awake probability p, the probability of mt nodes to be awake in TxC cluster and mr
nodes awake in RxC cluster is:
f (mt ,mr) = f (mt ;n|p) · f (mr;n|p) (4.6)
=
(
n
mt
)
pmt (1− p)n−mt
(
n
mr
)
pmr(1− p)n−mr (4.7)
=
(
n
mt
)(
n
mr
)
pmt+mr(1− p)2n−mt−mr (4.8)
We define pout(mt ,mr) as the outage probability of when mt and mr nodes are awake in TxC
and RxC clusters, respectively. This outage probability is analyzed in [13] and shown to
be:
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pout(mt ,mr) ∝ SNR
−Gd = SNR−mt×mr (4.9)
When SNR→ ∞, the outage probability in non-cooperation case (one node in both trans-
mitter and receiver cluster) is much higher than in cooperation (mt nodes in TxC and mr
nodes in RxC), i.e., pout(mt=1,mr=1) >> pout(mt ,mr), due to the lack of spatial diversity.
The non cooperative outage probability is proportional to SNR with no transmission diver-
sity: pout(mt=1,mr=1) ∝ SNR
−1
, and therefore, the outage probability of the created scenario
in the high SNR region can be computed as:
pout =
n
∑
mt=1
n
∑
mr=1
f (mt ,mr) · pout(mt ,mr) (4.10)
≈ f(mt=1,mr=1) · pout(mt=1,mr=1) (4.11)
≈ f(mt=1,mr=1) ·K ·SNR−1 (4.12)
Finally, the spatial diversity of the proposed cluster-based WSN with awake and sleep
nodes is:
Gd = limSNR→∞−
log pout
logSNR
(4.13)
= lim
SNR→∞
− log
( f(mt=1,mr=1) ·K ·SNR−1)
logSNR
(4.14)
= lim
SNR→∞
−
( log f(mt=1,mr=1) ·K
logSNR
− logSNR
logSNR
)
(4.15)
= −(0−1) = 1 (4.16)
It can be shown, for higher SNR, thus higher power consumption Ptotal , the spatial diversity
gain obtained is the same as in non-cooperation case. Therefore, with node inactivity, it
loses the diversity gain achieved by node cooperation.
4.2. Simulation and Results
We evaluate a scenario described in Section 4.1., which is composed of two sensor clus-
ters: TxC and RxC, with n nodes in each cluster, a node awake probability p, and an
average awake nodes number (E {n}) equal to the optimal node number (nopt ).
The simulation is performed with the same parameters in Chapter 2 and 3, with MATLAB
file “modeloinactividad.m” from Appendix B.3. Figure 4.2 shows the outage performance
of three different cases: non-cooperative, 2 cooperative nodes per cluster and 2 awake
nodes per cluster.
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Table 4.1: Simulation parameters
Parameter Annotation Value
RF dissipation constant k2 2.5e−7W/m3
Average awake node/cluster number E {n} 2
Node awake probability p 0.2
Total node/cluster number n 10
15 20 25 30 35
10−7
10−6
10−5
10−4
10−3
10−2
10−1
100
Total Power Consumption (dBm)
Comparison with awake/sleep nodes for k2=2.5e−7W/m3
O
ut
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e 
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ob
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y
1 node/cluster
2 node/cluster
2 node/cluster (p=0.2)
Figure 4.2: Outage probability with cooperative algorithm, energy consumption model and
node inactivity probability p = 0.2.
As it can be observed in Figure 4.2, the outage performance of 2 awake nodes/cluster is
between cooperative and non-cooperative cases. For Ptotal < 20dBm, pout follows coop-
eration case (2 cooperative nodes per cluster); while for Ptotal > 20dBm, pout is the same
as in non-cooperation case due to the lack of diversity demonstrated in Section 4.1.
In conclusion, the performance of this cooperative protocol is good for medium-high levels
of outage probability, and poor for low levels (pout < 10−4) of outage probability.
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CHAPTER 5. ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH
New sensor systems can monitor the environmental conditions, such as pressure, mois-
ture, vibration, magnetic fields and much more. The development of smaller sensor placed
in sensor net is expected to give better possibilities in environmental data-collection. Dis-
tributed computer capacity with possibility of complete comprehensive data processing is
important in the processing of big data sets.
Sensors integrated into sensor networks can run a software operating system, handle
communications through radio and thereby transfer data along the net. The mote net the
sensors are connected to, is so intelligent that they can reconfigure if a sensor are lost or
new sensors are added to the network. To save energy the sensors are sleeping most of
the time and waking up periodically to measure and send the data when a change in the
environment are occurring. In the future these devices might be able to run on energy from
light, heat and even on vibration.
However, the driving force at the moment is not environmental applications, which means
that the development and the use of sensors for environmental purposes are small com-
pared to other markets for sensors. The present possibilities of using sensors to gather
different environmental data are not at all used due to a very limited environmental inter-
est. The market for sensors developed directly for environmental use could expand in the
future years, if governmental regulation creates a need for this. EU is the most important
market and especially the environmental regulation is important. [21]
The possibilities lie in linking sensors in big environmental measurement systems providing
more data to assess and react upon. It could be possible to measure e.g. different dis-
charges of wastewater treatments both in public and industrial installations. More accurate
measurements on the outlet of oxygen, ammonium, phosphate and nitrate are possible.
Other applications could be monitoring of drinking water reservoirs, which enable reaction
before polluted water is pumped into the supply system.
On the other hand, the use of wireless sensor networks also generate environmental and
health impact. An increased amount of electronic products, miniaturization of products
and a more dispersed use of sensor and devices could imply increasing problems in the
future with electronic waste. The integration of electronic components into more products
could imply further pressure on the systems for handling of electronic waste, since there
is no sign of total substitution of hazardous materials from this kind of products. An effi-
cient implementation of the RoHS directive is necessary. Other alternatives are design of
materials enable to reduce environmental impact, improvement of cleaning and recycling
processes.
Increased use of pervasive computing might cause health problems due to electro-smog
and safety problems due to interference between different devices operating in wireless
networks. The risks from increased electromagnetic radiation due to increased wireless
communication and electrical fields calls upon demands to equipment and ongoing as-
sessment of the amount and kind of radiation in homes, workplaces, schools and the
public space. The knowledge about the impact of radiation [20] on humans is sparse and
research is carried out all over the world. Preliminary results show that the radiation has an
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effect on the human body and changes can occur in different control systems, which might
have a short time effect on brain and nerve functions and in the long run it might result
in severe illnesses as cancer. The results from research on electromagnetic radiation are
very ambiguous and depend on the approach to the area. There is no direct documented
relation between e.g. cancer and radiation, but when looking at radiation from the pool of
electronic equipment that surrounds humans and the total exposure of radiation to humans
in long perspective conclusions might differ.
The European Environmental Technologies Plan (ETAP) [21] has technology platforms as
one of its tools. The idea is to bring together in developing visions on research needs
and future market development within technology areas with environmental and business
perspectives. It is recommended that the platforms are organized with a broad focus on
research, strategic innovation, regulation of potential application fields and involvement of
all relevant organizations.
Finally, the objective of this project is to analyze the energy consumption in cooperative
wireless sensor networks and its impact in the network performance. This work shows
that energy consumption can be reduced with node cooperation. However, the extremely
energy constraint nature of WSN and the recent technologies in electronics still cannot
achieve an enough low energy consumption. In order to reduce the energy consumption,
more energy efficient algorithms should be studied and implemented.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS
This section is intended to evaluate the project once it has finished. Thereby, in the follow-
ing chapters it is checked if the aim of the project has been achieved. The way in which it
has been performed is also evaluate here. A reflection about the experience about carrying
out this project has been also included.
6.1. Project Evaluation
The intention of the project was to learn about the Wireless Sensor Networks, and to
analyze the energy limitation effects in the network performance with energy optimization
techniques.
First of all, general knowledge of wireless sensor networks (WSN) is studied. The most
basic aspects such as network architecture, sensor node components, features and appli-
cations are described briefly.
According to the main objective of this thesis, a single-hop cluster-based WSN protocol
is proposed, as well as a cooperative scheme with m transmitter nodes and n receiver
nodes, which increases the spatial diversity and reduces the energy consumption. Results
are represented as outage probability at given energy constraints, which demonstrate that
node cooperation achieves a diversity gain of Gd = m×n, without considering radio con-
sumption and node inactivity.
Moreover, sensor nodes have a certain energy consumption due to different radio operat-
ing modes. By this means, next stage was obviously to design a node energy consumption
model that includes the radio dissipation in both transmitting and receiving circuitry and RF
energy loss. Simulation results depict that the diversity gain achieved by cooperation suf-
fers a considerable reduction due to the node radio consumption. In this case, cooperation
is more valid for long-haul communication systems in which RF energy loss is considerably
higher than circuitry dissipation.
The last step was to include sleep nodes in the created scenario, since in a real network,
not all nodes are arranged to collaborate. The outage performance is analyzed under the
hypothesis that only a set of sensors are awake with a certain probability, while the other
sensors operate in sleep mode. Results show that, WSN adopts the performance of the
non-cooperation case and loses diversity gain in the high SNR region.
Therefor, we conclude that wireless sensor nodes are still not ready for cooperation due
to the extremely energy constrained nature of these networks and recent technologies in
circuitry design cannot achieve an enough low energy consumption.
On the other hand, the energy dissipations for transmission and reception circuitry are typ-
ically comparable. Due to extremely small transmission, distances, the power consumed
while receiving data can often be greater than the power consumed while transmitting.
Thus, conventional communication schemes, which usually assume the receive power is
negligible, are not suitable for sensor networks, so customized protocols have to be devel-
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oped instead.
In addition, it is important for the communication between nodes to be conducted in an
energy efficient manner. Circuitries must be designed to minimize energy consumption.
Finally, in order to reduce energy consumption, nodes must turn off during inactive periods
of time.
Nevertheless, more improvements can be added in future works. For instance, compari-
son of outage performance of wireless sensor network with other wireless communication
systems, such as GSM, WLAN; or simulations with parameters of other sensor node mod-
els. Moreover, an extensive study in order to find optimal energy dissipation values for
sensor networks can also be included.
6.2. Personal Evaluation
After the experience of carrying out this project, there are not only conclusions about the
tasks developed, but also about my self experience achieved. Doing this project, my analy-
sis skills have improved, as well as the knowledge about wireless sensor works, which was
an unknown topic for me.
There has also been moments of crisis in which one feels lost, such as difficulties finding a
suitable energy consumption model or analyzing results. After overcoming these problems,
I must recognize that difficult moments are part of a learning stage. It is important to
overcome the problems and even more important is to learn how to face them.
Personally, I feel very proud of this thesis. All efforts during the elaboration of this thesis are
worthy, since the work developed for these months achieves the main objective according
to the results obtained.
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APPENDIX A. CROSSBOW DATASHEET
Crossbow Technology 23 is the leading end-to-end solutions supplier in wireless sensor
networks and the largest manufacturer of Smart Dust wireless sensors. Crossbow has
deployed wireless sensors networks for large-scale commercial use, and Crossbow is
currently supplying its Smart Dust products and services to several Fortune 100 com-
panies. Crossbows wireless sensor networking platform enables powerful, wireless, and
automated data collection and monitoring systems.
MOTES / RADIOS
The hardware platform consists of Processor/Radio boards (MPR) commonly referred to
as Motes. These battery-powered devices run Crossbow’s XMesh self-forming, micro-
power, networking stack. In addition to running the XMesh networking stack, each Mote
runs the open-source TinyOS operating system which provides low-level event and task
management.
SENSORS
Sensor and data acquisition cards (MTS and MDA) mate directly to the Mote Processor
Radio boards. The industry’s widest range of sensor support includes both direct sensing
as well as interfaces for external sensors.
GATEWAYS
The Stargate Gateway and the Mote Interface Boards (MIB), allow developers to interface
Motes to PCs, PDAs, the WWW, and existing wired/wireless networks and protocols.
CUSTOMIZATION
The TinyOS operating system 22 is open-source, extendable, and scalable. Code mod-
ules are wired together allowing fluent-C programmers to rapidly customize existing appli-
cations written and distributed by Crossbow Technology.
SOFTWARE PLATFORMS
MoteWorks is the end-to-end enabling platform for the creation of wireless sensor net-
works. The optimized processor/radio hardware, industry-leading mesh networking soft-
ware, gateway server middleware and client monitoring and management tools support
the creation of reliable, easy-to-use wireless OEM solutions. OEMs are freed from the
detailed complexities of designing wireless hardware and software enabling them to focus
on adding unique differentiation to their applications while bringing innovative solutions to
market quickly.
In this project, it is used the radio module MICAz ZigBee Series (MPR2400).
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•	 IEEE	802.15.4	compliant	
•	 250	kbps,	high	data	rate	radio	
•	 TI	MSP430	microcontroller	with	
10kB	RAM	
•	 Integrated	onboard	antenna	
•	 Data	collection	and	programming	
via	USB	interface
•	 Open-source	operating	system	
•	 Optional	integrated		
temperature,	light	and		
humidity	sensor	
Applications
•	 Platform	for	low	power		
research	development	
•	 Wireless	sensor	network		
experimentation
Crossbow’s	TelosB	mote	(TPR2400)	is	
an	open	source	platform	designed	to	
enable	cutting-edge	experimentation	
for	the	research	community.	The	
TPR2400	bundles	all	the	essentials	
for	lab	studies	into	a	single	platform	
including:	USB	programming	capabil-
ity,	an	IEEE	802.15.4	radio	with	inte-	
grated	antenna,	a	low-power	MCU	
with	extended	memory	and	an	opti-
onal	sensor	suite	(TPR2420).	TPR2400	
offers	many	features,	including:
•	IEEE	802.15.4/ZigBee	compliant		
		RF	transceiver
•	2.4	to	2.4835	GHz,	a	globally			
	 compatible	ISM	band
•	250	kbps	data	rate
•	Integrated	onboard	antenna		 	
•	8	MHz	TI	MSP430	microcontroller	
	 with	10kB	RAM
•	Low	current	consumption
•	1MB	external	flash	for	data	logging
•	Programming	and	data	collection		
	 via	USB
•	Optional	sensor	suite	including		
	 integrated	light,	temperature	and		
	 humidity	sensor	(TPR2420)
•	Runs	TinyOS	1.1.10	or	higher
The	TelosB	platform	was	developed	
and	published	to	the	research	comm-
TELOSB MOTE PLATFORM
unity	by	UC	Berkeley.	This	platform	
delivers	low	power	consumption	
allowing	for	long	battery	life	as	well	
as	fast	wakeup	from	sleep	state.	
Though	the	TPR2400	is	an	uncertified	
radio	platform,	it	is	fully	compatible	
with	the	open-source	TinyOS	
distribution.		
TPR2400	is	powered	by	two	AA	
batteries.	If	the	TPR2400	is	plugged	
into	the	USB	port	for	programming	
or	communication,	power	is	provided	
from	the	host	computer.		If	the	
TPR2400	is	always	attached	to	the	
USB	port	no	battery	pack	is	needed.
TPR2400	provides	users	with	the	
capability	to	interface	with	additional	
devices.	The	two	expansion	conne-
ctors	and	onboard	jumpers	may	be	
configured	to	control	analog	sensors,	
digital	peripherals	and		LCD	displays.
TinyOS	is	a	small,	open-source,	
energy-efficient	software	operating	
system	developed	by	UC	Berkeley	
which	supports	large	scale,	self-
configuring	sensor	networks.	The	
source	code	software	development	
tools	are	publicly	available	at:
http://www.tinyos.net
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Ordering Information
Notes
1Programmable	in	1	MHZ	steps,	5	MHz	steps	for	compliance	with	IEEE	802.15.4/D18-2003.
Specifications	subject	to	change	without	notice
TPR2420	with	Sensor	Suite
Model Description
TPR2400CA IEEE	802.15.4	TelosB	Mote
TPR2420CA IEEE	802.15.4	TelosB	Mote	with	Sensor	Suite	
Specifications 	TPR2400CA TPR2420CA Remarks
Module
Processor	Performance 16-bit	RISC 16-bit	RISC
Program	Flash	Memory 48K	bytes 48K	bytes
Measurement	Serial	Flash 1024K	bytes 1024K	bytes
RAM 10K	bytes 10K	bytes
Configuration	EEPROM 16K	bytes 16K	bytes
Serial	Communications UART UART 0-3V	transmission	levels
Analog	to	Digital	Converter 12	bit	ADC 12	bit	ADC 8	channels,	0-3V	input
Digital	to	Analog	Converter 12	bit	DAC 12	bit	DAC 2	ports
Other	Interfaces Digital	I/O,I2C,SPI Digital	I/O,I2C,SPI
Current	Draw 1.8	mA 1.8	mA Active	mode
5.1	µA 5.1	µA Sleep	mode
RF Transceiver
Frequency	band1 2400	MHz	to	2483.5	MHz 2400	MHz	to	2483.5	MHz 	ISM	band
Transmit	(TX)	data	rate 250	kbps 250	kbps
RF	power -24	dBm	to	0	dBm -24	dBm	to	0	dBm
Receive	Sensitivity -90	dBm	(min),	-94	dBm	(typ) -90	dBm	(min),	-94	dBm	(typ)
Adjacent	channel	rejection 47	dB 47	dB +	5	MHz	channel	spacing
38	dB 38	dB -	5	MHz	channel	spacing
Outdoor	Range 75	m	to	100	m 75	m	to	100	m Inverted-F	antenna
Indoor	Range 20	m	to	30	m 20	m	to	30	m Inverted-F	antenna
Current	Draw 23	mA 23	mA Receive	mode
21	µA 21	µA Idle	mode
1	µA 1	µA Sleep	mode
Sensors
Visible	Light	Sensor	Range 320	nm	to	730	nm Hamamatsu	S1087
Visible	to	IR	Sensor	Range 320	nm	to	1100nm Hamamatsu	S1087-01
Humidity	Sensor	Range 0-100%	RH Sensirion	SHT11	
															Resolution 0.03%	RH
															Accuracy ±	3.5%	RH Absolute	RH
Temperature	Sensor	Range -40°C	to	123.8°C Sensirion	SHT11
															Resolution 0.01°C
															Accuracy ±	0.5°C @25°C
Electromechanical
Battery 2X	AA	batteries 2X	AA	batteries Attached	pack
User	Interface USB USB v1.1	or	higher
Size									(in) 2.55	x	1.24	x	0.24 2.55	x	1.24	x	0.24 Excluding	battery	pack
															(mm) 65	x	31	x	6 65	x	31	x	6 Excluding	battery	pack
Weight				(oz) 0.8 0.8 Excluding	batteries
															(grams) 23 23 Excluding	batteries
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APPENDIX B. MATLAB PROGRAM
B.1. Simulation without energy consumption
function [pout-inter] = sinconsumo(nn)
%nn:node number per cluster
format long;
%simulation parameters
nintra=nn;%n nodes in TxC, including source
ninter=nn;%n nodes in RxC
ncanal1=10000;%n channel intraslot
ncanal2=1000;%n channel interslot
%capacity
rate=250000;%tx rate 250kbps
bw=(2483.5-2400)*(10ˆ6);%bandwidth 83.5MHz
cout=rate/bw;%capacidad outage bps/Hz
alfa=0.5;%time slot interval
limite1=2ˆ(cout/alfa)-1;%min SNR intraslot
limite2=2ˆ(cout/(1-alfa))-1;%min SNR interslot
%thermal noise
K=1.38*(10ˆ(-23));%cte boltzman
T0=290;%kelvin
n0=K*T0*bw;%ruido blanco
n0db=10*log10(n0);
%propagation loss
dite=30;%interclsuter distance
dita=10;%radio intraclsuter
ro=3;%cte propagacion
prop2=(1/dite)ˆro;%perdida propagacion interclaster, cte
%antenna loss
pi=3.14;
dtx=1.64;%tx antenna factor
drx=1.64;%rx antenna factor
freq=(2483.5+2400)*(10ˆ6)/2;%center frequency
c=3*(10ˆ8);%light speed
lambda=c/freq;
loss_ant=((lambdaˆ2/(4*pi)))*dtx*drx;%antena loss
loss_antdb=10*log10(loss_ant);%antenna loss in dB
%sensibility
sensdbm=-95;%in dB
sens=(10ˆ(0.1*sensdbm))*(10ˆ(-3));
a=0;%SNR vector index
for ptxdbm=-25:0%tx power -25dBm a 0dBm
a=a+1;
abscissa(a)=ptxdbm;%create axis x
ptx=(10ˆ(0.1*ptxdbm))*(10ˆ(-3));%tx power en W
snr=ptx*loss_ant;
outage_inter=0;%n total outage
%intracluster
for nch1=1:ncanal1%intra channels
canal1=sqrt(1/2)*(randn(1,(nintra-1))+i*randn(1,(nintra-1)));%random channel vector creation
dita1 = (rand(1,(nintra-1))*dita.ˆ2).ˆ(1/2);%random intracluster node distance
nintra_a=0;
for in1=1:nintra-1
prop1=(1/dita1(in1))ˆro;%propagation loss
if (abs(canal1(in1))ˆ2)*prop1*snr >sens%min SNR verification in order to retx
nintra_a =nintra_a+1;
end
end
nintra_a=nintra_a+1;%active TxC nodes for retx
%intercluter
for nch2=1:ncanal2%inter channels
canal2=sqrt(1/2)*(randn(nintra_a,ninter)+i*randn(nintra_a,ninter));%random channel matrix creation
outage2=0;
for in2=1:ninter
loss_canal=0;%received power
suma_canal=0;
for in3=1:nintra_a
suma_canal = suma_canal + (abs(canal2(in3,in2)))ˆ2;%total received power from different active TxC nodes
end
loss_canal=suma_canal*prop2*snr/nintra_a;
if loss_canal < sens
outage2 =outage2+1;%n failure inter slot
end
end
if outage2>=ninter
outage_inter=outage_inter+1;%if all nodes in RxC are failure, it is outage
end
end
pout_inter(a)=outage_inter/ncanal2;
end
pout_inter(a)=pout_inter(a)/ncanal1;%final outage probability
end
B.2. Simulation with energy consumption
function [abscissa2, pout_inter] = modeloconsumo(nn,k1’,k1,k2)
%nn:node number per cluster
%k1’:rx electronics dissipation
%k1:tx electronics dissipation
%k2:RF dissipation
format long;
%simulation parameters
nintra=nn;%n nodes in TxC, including source
ninter=nn;%n nodes in RxC
ncanal1=10000;%n channel intraslot
ncanal2=1000;%n channel interslot
%capacity
rate=250000;%tx rate 250kbps
bw=(2483.5-2400)*(10ˆ6);%bandwidth 83.5MHz
cout=rate/bw;%capacidad outage bps/Hz
alfa=0.5;%time slot interval
limite1=2ˆ(cout/alfa)-1;%min SNR intraslot
limite2=2ˆ(cout/(1-alfa))-1;%min SNR interslot
%thermal noise
K=1.38*(10ˆ(-23));%cte boltzman
T0=290;%kelvin
n0=K*T0*bw;%ruido blanco
n0db=10*log10(n0);
%propagation loss
dite=30;%interclsuter distance
dita=10;%radio intraclsuter
ro=3;%cte propagacion
prop2=(1/dite)ˆro;%perdida propagacion interclaster, cte
%antenna loss
pi=3.14;
dtx=1.64;%tx antenna factor
drx=1.64;%rx antenna factor
freq=(2483.5+2400)*(10ˆ6)/2;%center frequency
c=3*(10ˆ8);%light speed
lambda=c/freq;
loss_ant=((lambdaˆ2/(4*pi)))*dtx*drx;%antena loss
loss_antdb=10*log10(loss_ant);%antenna loss in dB
%sensibility
sensdbm=-95;%in dB
sens=(10ˆ(0.1*sensdbm))*(10ˆ(-3));
%energy consumption
k1’=k1’;%rx
k1=k1;%tx
k2=k2;%rf
prx_con=k1’;%rx consumption
pid_con=0;%idle consumption
%a=0;%SNR vector index
for ptxdbm=-25:0%tx power -25dBm a 0dBm
a=a+1;
abscissa(a)=ptxdbm;%create axis x
ptx=(10ˆ(0.1*ptxdbm))*(10ˆ(-3));%tx power en W
snr=ptx*loss_ant;
outage_inter=0;%n total outage
suma_con_total=0;
%intracluster
for nch1=1:ncanal1%intra channels
canal1=sqrt(1/2)*(randn(1,(nintra-1))+i*randn(1,(nintra-1)));%random channel vector creation
dita1 = (rand(1,(nintra-1))*dita.ˆ2).ˆ(1/2);%random intracluster node distance
loss_ch1=0;
suma_ch1=0;
if nintra==1
loss_ch1=0;
end
if nintra>1
for in1=1:nintra-1
suma_ch1 = suma_ch1 + (abs(canal1(1,in1)))ˆ2;
end
loss_ch1=suma_ch1/(nintra-1);
end
%active nodes calculation
nintra_a=0;
for in1=1:nintra-1
prop1=(1/dita1(in1))ˆro;%propagation loss
if (abs(canal1(in1))ˆ2)*prop1*snr >sens%min SNR verification in order to retx
nintra_a =nintra_a+1;
end
end
nintra_a=nintra_a+1;%active intra nodes for retx
ptx_con1=k1+ptx*k2*loss_ch1*loss_ant/sens;%intra tx consumption
con_ita=ptx_con1+(nintra_a-1)*prx_con+(nintra-nintra_a)*pid_con;%intra slot consumption
suma_con_ite=0;%total inter consumption
%intercluter
for nch2=1:ncanal2
canal2=sqrt(1/2)*(randn(nintra_a,ninter)+i*randn(nintra_a,ninter));%random channel matrix creation
outage2=0;
%calcular canales
loss_ch2=0;
suma_ch2=0;
for in2=1:ninter
for in3=1:nintra_a
suma_ch2 = suma_ch2 + (abs(canal2(in3,in2)))ˆ2;
end
end
loss_ch2=suma_ch2/(ninter*nintra_a);
%outage nodes calculation
for in2=1:ninter
loss_canal=0;%received power
suma_canal2=0;
for in3=1:nintra_a
suma_canal2 = suma_canal2 + (abs(canal2(in3,in2)))ˆ2;
end
loss_canal=suma_canal2*prop2*snr/nintra_a;%tx power equal to ptx/nintra_a
if loss_canal < sens
outage2 =outage2+1;%n failure inter slot
end
end
if outage2>=ninter
outage_inter=outage_inter+1;%if all nodes in RxC are failure, it is outage
end
ptx_con2=k1+(ptx/nintra_a)*k2*loss_ch2*loss_ant/sens;%inter tx consumption
con_ite=nintra_a*ptx_con2+(ninter-outage2)*prx_con+outage2*pid_con;%inter slot consumption
suma_con_ite=suma_con_ite+con_ite;%total inter consumption
end
%outage probability calculation
pout_inter(a)=outage_inter/ncanal2;
con_ite2=suma_con_ite/ncanal2; %inter consumption ponderation
if nintra==1 & ninter==1
con_total=con_ita+con_ite2;%total consumption for non-cooperation
end
if nintra˜= 1 || ninter˜= 1
con_total=alfa*con_ita+(1-alfa)*con_ite2;%total consumption for cooperation
end
suma_con_total=suma_con_total+con_total;%total consumption sum
end
pout_inter(a)=pout_inter(a)/ncanal1;%final outage probability
con_total2(a)=suma_con_total/ncanal1;%total consumption
abscissa2(a)=10*(log10(con_total2(a)))+30;%total power consumption (transmitted power + consumption)
end
B.3. Simulation with node inactivity
function [abscissa2, pout_inter] = modeloinactividad(nopt,pp,k1’,k1,k2)
%nopt:average awake node number per cluster
%k1’:rx electronics dissipation
%k1:tx electronics dissipation
%k2:RF dissipation
format long;
%simualtion parameters
nintra=ceil(nopt/pp); %n nodes in TxC, including source
ninter=ceil(nopt/pp); %n nodes in RxC
ncanal1=10000;%n channel intraslot
ncanal2=1000;%n channel interslot
%capacity
rate=250000;%tx rate 250kbps
bw=(2483.5-2400)*(10ˆ6);%bandwidth 83.5MHz
cout=rate/bw;%capacidad outage bps/Hz
alfa=0.5;%time slot interval
limite1=2ˆ(cout/alfa)-1;%min SNR intraslot
limite2=2ˆ(cout/(1-alfa))-1;%min SNR interslot
%thermal noise
K=1.38*(10ˆ(-23));%cte boltzman
T0=290;%kelvin
n0=K*T0*bw;%ruido blanco
n0db=10*log10(n0);
%propagation loss
dite=30;%interclsuter distance
dita=10;%radio intraclsuter
ro=3;%cte propagacion
prop2=(1/dite)ˆro;%perdida propagacion interclaster, cte
%antenna loss
pi=3.14;
dtx=1.64;%tx antenna factor
drx=1.64;%rx antenna factor
freq=(2483.5+2400)*(10ˆ6)/2;%center frequency
c=3*(10ˆ8);%light speed
lambda=c/freq;
loss_ant=((lambdaˆ2/(4*pi)))*dtx*drx;%antena loss
loss_antdb=10*log10(loss_ant);%antenna loss in dB
%sensibility
sensdbm=-95;%in dB
sens=(10ˆ(0.1*sensdbm))*(10ˆ(-3));
%energy consumption
k1’=k1’;%rx
k1=k1;%tx
k2=k2;%rf
prx_con=k1’;%rx consumption
pid_con=0;%idle consumption
%a=0;%SNR vector index
for ptxdbm=-25:0%tx power -25dBm a 0dBm
a=a+1;
abscissa(a)=ptxdbm;%create axis x
ptx=(10ˆ(0.1*ptxdbm))*(10ˆ(-3));%tx power en W
snr=ptx*loss_ant;
outage_inter=0;%n total outage
suma_con_total=0;
%intracluster
for nch1=1:ncanal1
canal1=sqrt(1/2)*(randn(1,(nintra-1))+i*randn(1,(nintra-1)));%random channel vector creation
dita1 = (rand(1,(nintra-1))*dita.ˆ2).ˆ(1/2);%random intracluster node distance
loss_ch1=0;
suma_ch1=0;
if nintra==1
loss_ch1=0;
end
if nintra>1
for in1=1:nintra-1
suma_ch1 = suma_ch1 + (abs(canal1(1,in1)))ˆ2;
end
loss_ch1=suma_ch1/(nintra-1);%channel loss average, for later intra tx consumption calculation
end
%active intra nodes calculation
nintra_a=0;
for in1=1:nintra-1
prop1=(1/dita1(in1))ˆro;
%node awake/sleep
ni2=rand;
if rand >pp
ni2=1;%sleep
end
if rand <pp
ni2=0;%awake
end
if ((abs(canal1(in1))ˆ2)*prop1*snr >sens) & (ni2==0)%min SNR verification in order to retx
nintra_a =nintra_a+1;
end
end
nintra_a=nintra_a+1;%active intra nodes for retx
ptx_con1=k1+ptx*k2*loss_ch1*loss_ant/sens;%intra tx consumption
con_ita=ptx_con1+(nintra_a-1)*prx_con+(nintra-nintra_a)*pid_con;%intra slot consumption
suma_con_ite=0;%total inter consumption
%intercluter
for nch2=1:ncanal2
canal2=sqrt(1/2)*(randn(nintra_a,ninter)+i*randn(nintra_a,ninter));%random channel matrix creation
outage2=0;
%channel loss
loss_ch2=0;
suma_ch2=0;
for in2=1:ninter
for in3=1:nintra_a
suma_ch2 = suma_ch2 + (abs(canal2(in3,in2)))ˆ2;
end
end
loss_ch2=suma_ch2/(ninter*nintra_a);
%outage node calculation
for in2=1:ninter
loss_canal=0;%received power
suma_canal2=0;
for in3=1:nintra_a
suma_canal2 = suma_canal2 + (abs(canal2(in3,in2)))ˆ2;
end
loss_canal=suma_canal2*prop2*snr/nintra_a;%tx power equal to ptx/nintra_a
%node awake/sleep
nj2=rand;
if rand >pp
nj2=1;%sleep
end
if rand <pp
nj2=0;%awake
end
%calcular nodos fallidos
if in2==1
if (loss_canal < sens)
outage2 =outage2+1;%n failure inter slot
end
end
if in2˜= 1
if (loss_canal < sens) || (nj2==1)
outage2 =outage2+1;%n failure inter slot
end
end
end
if outage2>=ninter
outage_inter=outage_inter+1;%if all nodes in RxC are failure, it is outage
end
ptx_con2=k1+(ptx/nintra_a)*k2*loss_ch2*loss_ant/sens;%inter tx consumption
con_ite=nintra_a*ptx_con2+(ninter-outage2)*prx_con+outage2*pid_con;%inter slot consumption
suma_con_ite=suma_con_ite+con_ite;%total inter consumption
end
%outage probability calculation
pout_inter(a)=outage_inter/ncanal2;
con_ite2=suma_con_ite/ncanal2; %inter consumption ponderation
if nintra==1 & ninter==1
con_total=con_ita+con_ite2;%total consumption for non-cooperation
end
if nintra˜= 1 || ninter˜= 1
con_total=alfa*con_ita+(1-alfa)*con_ite2;%total consumption for cooperation
end
suma_con_total=suma_con_total+con_total;%total consumption sum
end
pout_inter(a)=pout_inter(a)/ncanal1;%final outage probability
con_total2(a)=suma_con_total/ncanal1;%total consumption
abscissa2(a)=10*(log10(con_total2(a)))+30;%total power consumption (transmitted power + consumption)
end
